
Our internship experience in 

KU LEUVEN CAMPUS  Bruges



Our students:

*We haven’t got Normal 

photo with this person. 

He has Positive Test.
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WHAT DID I LEARN?
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Academic literature & 

information literacy

I identified 3 main facts that helped me to 

approach the design of work more 

competently:

-Search strategies

-How to recognize a scientific article

-Plagiarism

Eef Soete Lianiso librarian - KU Leuven 2Bergen Bruges 

campus
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Introduction to the use of 

biodiesel
The need for energy and the use of fossil 

fuels is increasing.

Most importantly got the skills to make 

biodiesel in real life

Joan Peuteman
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WHAT DID I ENJOY?

I can talk for centuries, but we can’t pay 

for the university for so long.☺

No matter how trite it may sound, there 

was not one boring day on this trip.
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But most of all, our field trips to practice 

in other cities will be remembered.

After all, when else will there be an 

opportunity to wash a box in the North Sea 

with our friendly team☺

Maybe some challenges
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Excursions

An integral part of the training that 

Joan has invested has invested a piece of 

the history of Bruges in us.

Although you are not a tour guide, 

but in general you are good at talking 

about baths in ancient times☺
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WHAT I DIDN'T LIKE?

Let's be honest, the worst thing that 

could happen is our departure.

Although no, it’s a covid test for 55 

euros that significantly worsened our 

stay here, especially in double quantity
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What Did I 

learn?
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Laboratory session: production of 

biodiesel 

Christel Cornelly

Biodiesel is the most

common biofuel in

Europe.

A distinction can be made 

between four generation of

biofuels.

There are three types of 

biofuels

• solid biofuels,

• liquid biofuels,

• gaseous biofuels.
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Lab polymers 

Laboratory session on EMC 

In this laboratory session, I 

learned how important 

grounding and shield.

And just like 

electromagnetic waves 

affect the operation of 

equipment Automation of the 

production process
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Dismantle

Assemble

I also learned my favorite skills....
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What did I enjoy?
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Joan Peuteman

our teachers who are 

responsible and 

professionals in their field

Bozheng PANG

I enjoy…

Modern building of this 

campus

each of us
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I enjoy…
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What did you dislike?

Wait for test results

wake up early
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WHAT DID I LEARN?
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Wind energy
Wind is used to produce electricity using the kinetic energy created by air in

motion. This is transformed into electrical energy using wind turbines or wind

energy conversion systems.

Kinetic energy

0.5 ∗ 𝑚 ∗ 𝑣2

Kinetic power:

0.5 ∗ 𝜌 ∗ 𝐴 ∗ 𝑣3
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Wind energy

OnshoreOffshore

33% of it`s nominal power 25% of it`s nominal power
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Devices and health

Radiation is a combination of electrical and magnetic energy that travels through
space at the speed of light. It is also referred to as electromagnetic radiation (EMR)
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Devices and health

Ionizing radiation Non-ionizing radiation

Non-ionising radiation (NIR) –include

ultraviolet radiation in sunlight, visible

light, light bulbs, infrared radiation,

microwave energy and radiofrequency

energy.

Ionizing radiation include x-rays

and gamma rays.
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Devices and health
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WHAT DID I LIKE?

Skills > theory

PhD more interesting
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WHAT I DIDN'T LIKE?

Language barrier
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What Did I learn?



27
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What Did I enjoy?
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What I don’t like?
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What I don’t like?
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THANKS   FOR 

ATTENTION


